Preparatory plan of the visit In Poland

Saturday 8th
10.30
Arrival of the friends from
Wales and England

Sunday 9th
9.00Wales, English and
Slovakian go to trip to
Auschwitz

-Arrival of Slovakian

Monday 10th
8.30
Departure to school
in Paszkówka.
Meeting point at the
Park Inn hotel.

Tuesday 11th
8.00
Departure to school
Meeting point in the
hotel.

Wednesday 12th
Departure of some
participants
Greek and Swedish
can visit the Salt Mine
in Wieliczka

sunday 9th at 12.05Swedish are coming

wednesday 12th at
16.40 Swedish a
departure

Czech- a little
sightseeing before
departure
Farewell to Greek and
Czech visitors
16.00- meeting at the hotel
16.45- we go to the
museum underground of
the market square
http://www.podziemiarynku
.com/

Arrival of the
participants from
Czech, Greece,
Sweden, Italy
A little sightseeing the Old City
Czech can go to trip to

9.15
Official greetings at
school

-Performance of
children:
Fairy tale: The Snow

8.45
Arrival to school
- Coffee time
- Czech children
performance
- Greek teachers
‘ll teach
dancing
- Visiting classes

Wieliczka

Queen”
-Saying : “ goodbye”
to Wales visitors

18.00- First welcoming
dinner

17.00- meeting at the
hotel and going for
the dinner.
Restaurant : „Miód
Malina 40 Grodzka
street
www.miodmalina.pl
Polish families take
Czech children to their
house.

11.00-11.15 – Coffee
break

and whole
school
- Italian start
cooking
10.45-11.30- lunch at
school

11.15-13.00- Work on
the project
( Children from Czech
together with Polish
pupils are going to
underground
exhibition to Kraków )
Slovakian start
cooking their national
dish
13.00-14.00- Lunch at
school ( Parents invite
you)
-After lunch a short
walk around the
village, to the
Wężyków Palace in
Paszkówka, )

15.00-16.00- work on
the project

11.45- trip to Aushwitz
Departure to Kraków
at about 17.00
15.00 Czech children
together with Polish
Comenius group go
Ice Skating
18.00- dinner in a
restaurant
Coming back to the
hotel
Saying „ Goodbye” to
Swedish, Italian,

17.00- Dinner in a
Polish restaurants
„ Trebol” ( at your
own expences,
dinner cost 65 zloty,
pay in cash only, no
credit card
www.trebol.com.pl
Farewell to English

